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PER CURIAM: 

 Terryonto McGrier appeals his 60-month revocation sentence.  He argues that this 

upward variant sentence is substantively unreasonable.  We affirm. 

“A district court has broad discretion when imposing a sentence upon revocation of 

supervised release.  This Court will affirm a revocation sentence if it is within the statutory 

maximum and is not plainly unreasonable.”  United States v. Patterson, 957 F.3d 426, 436 

(4th Cir. 2020).  “[T]his Court must first determine whether the sentence is procedurally or 

substantively unreasonable.”  Id.  “Only if a sentence is either procedurally or substantively 

unreasonable is a determination then made as to whether the sentence is plainly 

unreasonable—that is, whether the unreasonableness is clear or obvious.”  Id. at 437 

(internal quotation marks omitted).   

“A revocation sentence is procedurally reasonable if the district court adequately 

explains the chosen sentence after considering the Sentencing Guidelines’ nonbinding 

Chapter Seven policy statements and the applicable 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a) factors.”  United 

States v. Coston, 964 F.3d 289, 297 (4th Cir. 2020) (internal quotation marks omitted), 

cert. denied, 141 S. Ct. 1252 (2021); see 18 U.S.C. § 3583(e) (listing applicable factors).  

“A revocation sentence is substantively reasonable if, in light of the totality of the 

circumstances, the court states an appropriate basis for concluding that the defendant 

should receive the sentence imposed.”  Coston, 964 F.3d at 297 (internal quotation marks 

omitted). 
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McGrier argues that his revocation sentence is substantively unreasonable because 

the district court created an unwarranted sentencing disparity by varying upward.*  While 

the Guidelines recommend an appropriate sentence in typical cases, we conclude that the 

court did not err, plainly or otherwise, in imposing an upward variant sentence in this case.  

As the court explained, McGrier has spent most of his life committing crimes without 

regard to the safety of others and without remorse for his actions.  The court also 

appropriately considered that McGrier squandered the opportunity he received through a 

prior sentence reduction and breached the court’s trust by engaging in serious criminal 

conduct soon after his release and by completely disregarding his probation officer. 

Accordingly, we affirm the district court’s judgment.  We dispense with oral 

argument because the facts and legal contentions are adequately presented in the materials 

before this court and argument would not aid the decisional process. 

AFFIRMED 

 
* Although McGrier does not raise the issue, we have confirmed that his revocation 

sentence is procedurally reasonable.  See United States v. Provance, 944 F.3d 213, 218 (4th 
Cir. 2019).   


